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Abstrat. We onsider the geometri onept of a ontravariant onnetion on aPoisson manifold. This leads to the operational notion of a ontravariant deriva-tive, previously introdued by I. Vaisman. We sketh several key geometri on-epts whih should allow one to study both loal and global properties of Poissonmanifolds.1. IntrodutionLet M be a Poisson manifold, and suppose we require the existene of a linear aÆne onne-tion on M , ompatible with the Poisson braket. Sine parallel transport preserves the rankof the Poisson tensor, we see that the Poisson manifold must be regular in order for suhonnetion to exist. Therefore, the usual notion of an aÆne onnetion is not appropriatefor the study of Poisson manifolds sine the most interesting examples of Poisson manifoldsare non-regular. In fat, sine for non-regular Poisson manifolds the sympleti foliation issingular and the dimension of the leaves vary, one an only hope to ompare tangent spaesat di�erent points of the same sympleti leaf.One possible way around this diÆulty would be to use families of onnetions parame-terized by the leaves. However, there are examples showing that the sympleti foliation anbe wild, so the spae of leaves will not be a nie spae, and hene not easy to parameter-ized. We propose a more eÆient and diret approah, through the notion of a ontravariantonnetion, a onept that mimis the usual notion of a ovariant onnetion, for the ase ofPoisson manifolds.In spite of its formal similarities with ovariant geometry, there are striking di�erenesin this ontravariant geometry. For example, the holonomy of a point may be non-trivial,



2 Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifoldsontravariant derivatives do not have funtorial properties (in general, they annot be pulledbak or pushed forward), et.However, just like in ordinary aÆne geometry, linear ontravariant onnetions are usefulto study geometri properties of Poisson manifolds. Among its appliations we mention:a) Loal properties of Poisson manifolds: loal equivalene, linearization of Poisson ten-sors;b) Global properties of Poisson manifolds: Poisson holonomy, Poisson and hamiltoniansymmetri spaes, Poisson ohomology;) Quantization of Poisson manifolds: geometri and deformation quantization;Some of these appliations will be studied in a upoming paper [4℄. In this note we give aavor of this new type of geometry. Finally, we also point out that ontravariant onnetionsan also be studied in the more general ontext of Lie algebroids.2. Contravariant ConnetionsSuppose we are given a prinipal bundle over a manifold M :P Gggp
��Mthen a ovariant onnetion � on this prinipal bundle is de�ned by a G-invariant horizontaldistribution u 7! Hu in P . Given a onnetion �, we have its horizontal lift: h(u; v) 2 TuP isthe horizontal lift of the vetor v tangent to M at x, to the point u in the �ber over x. Con-versely, the horizontal lift h de�nes the horizontal distribution Hu = �h(u; v) : v 2 Tp(u)M	,so to give h is a ompletely equivalent way of de�ning the onnetion. We shall de�ne a on-travariant onnetion on a prinipal bundle over a Poisson manifold by de�ning analogouslythe horizontal lift of tangent ovetors.To formalize this notion, observe that h is de�ned preisely for pairs (u; v) in p�TM , thepullbak bundle by p of the tangent bundle over M . Denote by bp : p�TM ! TM the induedbundle map so we have the ommutative diagramp�TM bp //b�

��

TM�
��P p // MThen we an de�ne a ovariant onnetion to be a bundle map h : p�TM ! TP , suh that:(CI) h is G-invariant: h(ua; v) = (Ra)�h(u; v), for all a 2 G;(CII) The following diagram ommutes: p�TM h //bp

��

TPp�
��TM id // TM



Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifolds 3Condition (CII) guarantees that h is \horizontal".Assume now that M is a Poisson manifold. As is often the ase in Poisson geometry, theotangent bundle plays the role of the tangent bundle, so we replae in the diagrams aboveTM by T �M . Thus we are lead to the notion of a ontravariant onnetion on a Poissonmanifold: this is a bundle map h : p�T �M ! TP , suh that:(CI�) h is G-invariant: h(ua; �) = (Ra)�h(u; �), for all a 2 G;(CII�) The following diagram ommutes: p�T �M h //bp
��

TPp�
��T �M # // TM(where # : T �M ! TM is the bundle map indued by the Poisson tensor �).Given a point x in M and a ovetor � 2 T �xM , the vetor h(u; �) 2 TuP will be alledthe horizontal lift of � to the point u in the �ber over x.There are two important features that distinguish the ontravariant ase from the ovari-ant ase:i) For a ontravariant onnetion, the distribution Hu = �h(u; v) : v 2 Tp(u)M	 does notdetermine the onnetion;ii) Tangent vetors in TP do not split into a sum of horizontal and vertial vetors;However, we laim that one an still de�ne the analogue of the usual onepts of aÆnegeometry: parallelism, urvature, holonomy, et. Here we limit ourselves to explain brieyhow one de�nes parallel transport (more details will appear in [4℄).3. ParallelismParallel displaement of �bers an be de�ned along urves lying on a sympleti leaf of M .If  : [0; 1℄!M is a smooth urve lying on a sympleti leaf S, then  is also smooth asmap  : [0; 1℄! S. This follows from the existene of \anonial oordinates" forM as givenby the generalized Darboux's theorem (see [6℄, thm. 2.1). Also, by the same theorem, we anhoose (not uniquely) a smooth family t 7! �(t) 2 T �M of ovetors suh that #�(t) = _(t).Following [1℄, we shall all the pair ((t); �(t)) a otangent urve.Proposition 3.1. Let ((t); �(t)) be a otangent urve. For any u0 in P with p(u0) = (0)there exists a unique horizontal lift ~ : [0; 1℄! P , whih satis�es the system8<: _~(t) = h(~(t); �(t));~(0) = u0: (3.1)Proof. By standard results from the theory of o.d.e.'s with time dependent oeÆients, system(3.1) has a unique maximal solution. We laim that this solution exists for all t 2 [0; 1℄.



4 Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson ManifoldsBy loal triviality of the bundle we an �nd a urve � : [0; 1℄ ! P with �(0) = u0and p(�(t)) = (t). We look for a urve a(t) 2 G, suh that ~(t) = �(t)a(t) satis�es (3.1).Di�erentiating, we have _~(t) = _�(t)a(t) + �(t) _a(t):We therefore require a(t) to satisfy the equation_�(t)a(t) + �(t) _a(t) = h(�(t)a(t); �(t));or, equivalently, �(t) _a(t)a�1(t) = h(�(t); �(t))� _�(t):The right hand side of this equation belongs to G�(t) sinep�(h(�(t); �(t))� _�(t)) = #�(t)� ddtp(�(t)) = #�(t)� _(t) = 0:Therefore, there exists some urve A(t) : [0; 1℄! g suh that�(t) _a(t)a�1(t) = �(t)A(t):Sine the initial value problem_a(t)a�1(t) = A(t); a(0) = e;always has a solution, de�ned wherever A(t) is de�ned, our laim follows.Using the proposition we an de�ne parallel displaement of the �bers along a otangenturve ((t); �(t)) in the usual form: if u0 2 p�1((0)) we de�ne �(u0) = ~(1), where ~(t)is the unique horizontal lift of ((t); �(t)) starting at u0, We obtain a map � : p�1((0)) !p�1((1)), whih will be alled parallel displaement of the �bers along the otangent urve((t); �(t)). It is lear, sine horizontal urves are mapped by Ra to horizontal urves, thatparallel displaement ommutes with the ation of G:� ÆRa = Ra Æ �: (3.2)Therefore, parallel displaement is an isomorphism between the �bers.If x 2 M lies in the sympleti leaf S, let C(x; S) be the loop spae of S at x. Thenfor eah otangent loop (; �), with  2 C(x; S), parallel displaement along (; �) gives aan isomorphism of the �ber p�1(x) into itself. The set of all suh isomorphisms forms theholonomy group of �, with referene point x, and is denoted �(x). Similarly, one has therestrited holonomy group, with referene point x, denoted �0(x), de�ned by using otangentloops in S whih are homotopi to the zero.If u 2 p�1(x) then we an also de�ne the holonomy groups �(u) and �0(u). Just as inthe ovariant ase, �(u) is the subgroup of G onsisting of those elements a 2 G suh thatu and ua an be joined by an horizontal urve. We have that �(u) is a Lie subgroup of G,



Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifolds 5whose onneted omponent of the identity is �0(u), and we have isomorphisms �(u) ' �(x)and �(u)0 ' �(x)0.If x; y 2M belong to the same sympleti leave then the holonomy groups �(x) and �(y)are isomorphi. This is beause if u; v 2 P are points suh that, for some a 2 G, there existsan horizontal urve onneting ua and v, then �(v) = Ad(a�1)�(u), so �(u) and �(v) areonjugate in G. However, if x; y 2 M belong to di�erent leaves the holonomy groups �(x)and �(y) will be, in general, non-isomorphi.4. Contravariant Connetions on Vetor BundlesLet P (M;G) be a prinipal bundle over a Poisson manifoldM with a ontravariant onnetion�. Suppose that G ats linearly on a vetor spae V , so on the assoiated vetor bundleE(M;V;G; P ) we have the notion of parallel displaement of �bers along otangent urves(; �).Given a setion � of E de�ned along a otangent urve (; �), we de�ne the ontravariantderivative D(;�)� by setting:D(;�)�(t) = limh!0 1h �� t+ht (�((t+ h)))� �((t))� (4.1)where � t+ht : p�1E ((t+ h))! p�1E ((t)) denotes parallel transport of the �bers from (t+ h)to (t) along the otangent urve (; �).Proposition 4.1. Let � and  be setions of E and f a funtion on M de�ned along .Theni) D(;�)(�+  ) = D(;�)�+D(;�) ;ii) D(;�)(f�) = (f Æ )D(;�)�+ _(f)(� Æ );Proof. i) is obvious from the de�nition. On the other hand, we have� t+ht (f((t+ h))�((t+ h))) = f((t+ h))� t+ht (�((t+ h)));and ii) follows by the Leibniz rule.Now let � 2 T �xM be a ovetor and � a ross setion of E de�ned in a neighborhood ofx. The ontravariant derivative D�� of � in the diretion of � is de�ned as follows: hoosea otangent urve ((t); �(t)) de�ned for t 2 (�"; "), and suh that (0) = x and �(0) = �.Then we set: D�� = D(;�)�(0): (4.2)It is easy to see that D�� is independent of the hoie of otangent urve. Clearly, a rosssetion � of E de�ned on an open set U �M is at i� D�� = 0 for all � 2 TxM , x 2M .Proposition 4.2. Let �; � 2 T �xM , � and  ross setions of E de�ned in a neighborhoodU of x. Theni) D�+�� = D��+D��;



6 Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifoldsii) D�(�+  ) = D��+D� ;iii) D�� = D��, for any salar ;iv) D�(f�) = f(x)D��+#�(f)�(x), for any funtion f 2 C1(U);Proof. iii) is obvious, while ii) and iv) follow from proposition 4.1. To prove i) observe thatany setion � of E, de�ned in a open set U , an be identi�ed with a funtion F : p�1(U)! Vby letting F (u) = u�1(�(p(u))); u 2 p�1(U);where we view u 2 P as a linear isomorphism u : V ! p�1(u). Then, as in the ovariantase, we �nd D�� = u(h(u; �) � F ):From this expression for the ontravariant derivative, i) follows immediately.Now let � 2 
1(M) be a 1-form and � a setion of E. We de�ne the ontravariantderivative D�� to be the setion of E given by:D��(x) = D�x�: (4.3)Proposition 4.3. Let �; � 2 
1(M), � and  ross setions of E, and f 2 C1(M). Theni) D�+�� = D��+D��;ii) D�(�+  ) = D��+D� ;iii) Df�� = fD��;iv) D�(f�) = fD��+#�(f)�;Proof. From proposition 4.2 we obtain immediately that i)-iv) hold.Conversely, one an show that every suh operator is indued by a ontravariant onne-tion on E (details in [4℄). In [8℄ Vaisman introdues the notion of ontravariant derivativeusing i)-iv) as axioms.A linear ontravariant onnetion is a ontravariant onnetion on the oframe bundleP = F �(M) over M , so G = GL(n) where n = dimM . For the assoiated bundle T �(M)we get a ontravariant derivative operator D whih to a pair of 1-forms � and � assoiatesa another 1-form D��. In this ase, one de�nes the torsion tensor �eld T and the urvaturetensor �eld R, respetively, to be the tensor �elds of types (2; 1) and (3; 1) given byT (�; �) = D�� �D��� [�; �℄; (4.4)R(�; �) = D�D� �D�D� �D[�;�℄; (4.5)for any 1-forms �; �;  2 
1(M).



Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifolds 75. GeodesisBeause, for ontravariant onnetions, parallel transport an only be de�ned along urveslying in sympleti leaves of M , the same restrition applies to geodesis:De�nition 5.1. Let M be a Poisson manifold with a linear ontravariant onnetion. Aotangent urve ((t); �(t)) on M is alled a geodesi if:(D��)(t) = 0: (5.1)Let (x1; : : : ; xn) be loal oordinates on a neighborhood U in M . Then one de�nesChristo�el symbols �ijk for a linear ontravariant onnetion by the usual formulaDdxidxj = �ijk dxk: (5.2)In loal oordinates, a urve ((t); �(t)) = (x1(t); : : : ; xn(t); �1(t); : : : ; �n(t)) is a geodesi i�it satis�es the following system of ode's8<: dxi(t)dt = �ji(x1(t); : : : ; xn(t))�j(t); (i = 1; : : : ; n)d�i(t)dt = ��jki ((x1(t); : : : ; xn(t))�j�k: (5.3)where � =Pi<j �ij ��xi ^ ��xj is the Poisson tensor. From this we have:Proposition 5.2. Let M be a Poisson manifold, with a ontravariant onnetion �, andp 2 M . Given �p 2 T �pM , there is a unique maximal geodesi t 7! ((t); �(t)), starting atp 2M , with �(0) = �p.Proof. Choose a systems of oordinates (x1; : : : ; xn) entered at p. By standard uniquenessand existene results for ode's, system (5.3) has a unique solution with initial ondition(x1(0); : : : ; xn(0); �1(0); : : : ; �n(0)) = (0; : : : ; 0; �p1; : : : ; �pn).The geodesi given by this proposition is alled the geodesi through p with tangentovetor �p. Note that if S is the sympleti leave through p and v 2 TpM is a tangentvetor, there an be several geodesis with this tangent vetor at p.The following result is the analogue of a well known result in aÆne geometry:Proposition 5.3. Let � be a linear ontravariant onnetion on M . There exists a uniqueontravariant onnetion on M with the same geodesis and zero torsion.Proof. Choose loal oordinates onM so D has symbols �ijk , and onsider the set of funtions��ijk = 12 ��ijk + �jik + ��ij�xk � (5.4)One heks that this indeed gives a well de�ned ontravariant onnetion D� on M , by astandard argument involving hange of oordinates. From expressions (4.4) and (5.3) for thetorsion and the geodesis, we see that D� has zero torsion and the same geodesis as D.



8 Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson ManifoldsFor uniqueness, let D and D� be two onnetions with the same geodesis and torsion 0.We let S(�; �) = D�� �D���; �; � 2 
1(M): (5.5)Then S is C1-linear, so it is a tensor. Sine the onnetions have 0 torsion, we have:S(�; �)� S(�; �) = (D�� �D��)� (D��� �D���) (5.6)= [�; �℄� [�; �℄ = 0:so S is a symmetri tensor. Now if �p 2 T �pM , we an hoose the geodesi (for D and D�)with tangent ovetor �p and assoiated 1-form � along . We haveS(�; �) = D���D��� = 0; (5.7)so S = 0 and D = D�.6. Relationship to Ordinary ConnetionsLetM be a sympleti manifold and � a ontravariant onnetion on P (M;G) with horizontallift h : T �M ! TP . Then we have a bundle map ~h : p�TM ! TP de�ned by~h(u; v) = h(u;#�1v); (u; v) 2 p�TM:This map is obviously G-invariant and makes the following diagram ommutep�TM ~h //p̂
��

TPp�
��TM id // TMIt follows that ~h is the horizontal lift of a ovariant onnetion on M . This onstrutionshows that there are always ontravariant onnetions on any prinipal bundle P (M;G) overa Poisson manifold M . In the ase of linear onnetions the ontravariant and ovariantderivatives are related by: D� = r#�:For a general Poisson manifold with a ontravariant onnetion � on P (M;G) and hori-zontal lift h : T �M ! TP , we say that � is indued by a ovariant onnetion ifh(u; �) = ~h(u;#�); (u; �) 2 p�T �M;where ~h : p�TM ! TP is the horizontal lift of some ovariant onnetion on M . Note thatin this ase the lift h satis�es:#� = 0 =) h(u; �) = 0; (u; �) 2 p�T �M: (6.1)In the ase of a linear ontravariant onnetion, this ondition says#� = 0 =) D� = 0; � 2 
1(M): (6.2)



Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson Manifolds 9De�nition 6.1. A ontravariant onnetion � on a prinipal bundle P (M;G) is alled aF -onnetion if its horizontal lift satis�es ondition (6.1)Assume we have a ontravariant F onnetion � on P (M;G). If i : S ,! M is asympleti leave, then on the pull-bak bundle ~p : i�P !M we have an indued onnetion�S: on the total spae i�P = f(y; u) 2 S � P : i(y) = p(u)g we de�ne the horizontal lifthS : p�ST �S ! T (i�P ) by settinghS((s; u); �) = (p�h(u; �); h(u; �)); (s; u) 2 i�P; (u; �) 2 p�T �M; (6.3)where � 2 T �i(s)M is suh that (dsi)�� = �, and we are onsidering the anonial identi�ationT (i�P ) = f(v; w) 2 TS � TP : v = p�wg. If (dsi)�� 0 = (dsi)��, then #� 0 = #�, so we getthe same result in (6.3) and so � is well de�ned. S being sympleti, the onnetion �Sis indued by a ovariant onnetion on i�P . It follows that a ontravariant F -onnetionin P an be thought of as a family of ordinary onnetions over the sympleti leaves ofM . In fat, it is easy to see that ontravariant F -onnetions an be de�ned in terms of anhorizontal, G-invariant, (generalized) distribution in P , whih projets to the leaves of M ,i. e., they are just partial onnetions along the leaves.For a F -onnetion, horizontal lifts of otangent urves (; �) depend only on . There-fore, one has a well determined notion of horizontal lift of a urve lying on a sympletileaf. It follows that for these onnetions, parallel displaement an also be de�ned by �rstreduing to the pull-bak bundle over a sympleti leaf and then parallel displae the �bers.Hene, the holonomy groups �(x) and �0(x) oinide with the usual holonomy groups of thepull-bak onnetion on the sympleti leaf S through x. From this one obtains an analogueof the holonomy theorem (see [3℄), whih we state here only for linear onnetions:Theorem 6.2. (Holonomy Theorem) Let � be a linear ontravariant F-onnetion. TheLie algebra of the holonomy group �(x) � GL(n;R) is the ideal of gl(n;R) spanned by allelements of the form R(�; �)x, where �; � 2 
1(M).A natural question is whether or not this result holds for general ontravariant onne-tions.We �nish with a natural example of a ontravariant onnetion whih is not an F -onnetion.Example 6.3. Reall that a Poisson Lie group is a Lie group G with a Poisson braket suhthat the group produt G � G ! G is a Poisson map (see [7℄ a disussion of Poisson Liegroups). A theorem of A. Weinstein ([5℄) and M. Karasev ([2℄) states that the left invariant1-forms 
1inv(G) on a Poisson Lie group form a subalgebra of 
1(G) with respet to thebraket [ ; ℄ on 1-forms. Therefore, we an de�ne a linear ontravariant onnetion in G bysetting D�� = 12[�; �℄; �; � 2 
1inv(G)This onnetion is the analogue of the natural left invariant, torsion free, ovariant onnetion,on a Lie group. In fat, this onnetion has zero torsion and its urvature is parallel:T (�; �) = 0; DR(�; �) = 0:



10 Rui Loja Fernandes: Contravariant Connetions on Poisson ManifoldsHowever, in general, this onnetion is not left invariant. This is beause, in general (if thePoisson tensor is not trivial), left multipliation in G is not a Poisson map. For the samereason, in general, we have D� 6= 0.To see that these onnetion are not, in general, F -onnetions, we onsider a simpleexample. Let G = (R2 ;+) with oordinates (x; y) and braketfx; yg = x:Then G is a Poisson-Lie group, and for the natural onnetion in G we have:Ddxdx = Ddydy = 0; Ddxdy = 12dx = �Ddydx:Note that the Poisson tensor vanishes at the origin, but there are ontravariant derivativeswhih do not vanish at the origin, so D is not a F -onnetion.This example also suggests that one should study Poisson (loally) symmetri spaes,i. e., Poisson manifolds with a linear ontravariant onnetion suh thatT = 0 and DR = 0:We refer the reader to [4℄.Referenes[1℄ Vitor Ginzburg and Alex Golubev, Holonomy on Poisson Manifolds and the ModularClass, Preprint math.DG/9812153.[2℄ Mikhail Karasev, Analogues of the objets of Lie group theory for nonlinear Poissonbrakets, Math. USRR Izvestiya, 28 (1987), 497{527.[3℄ Shosshihi Kobayashi and Katsumi Nomizu, Foundations of Di�erential Geometry Vol. 1and 2, Intersiene Trats in Pure and Applied Mathematis, Intersiene Publ., New-York, 1969.[4℄ Rui Loja Fernandes, AÆne Poisson Geometry, in preparation (1999).[5℄ Alan Weinstein, Some remarks on dressing transformations, J. of Faulty of Siene ofthe University of Tokyo, 35 (1988), 163{167.[6℄ Alan Weinstein, The Loal Struture of Poisson Manifolds, J. Di�erential Geometry. 18(1983), 523{557.[7℄ Izu Vaisman, Letures on the Geometry of Poisson Manifolds, Progress in Mathematis,vol. 118, Birkh�auser, Basel, Boston, Berlin, 1994.[8℄ Izu Vaisman, On the geometri quantization of Poisson manifolds, J. of Math. Physis32 (1991), 3339{3345.


